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Abstract The Getz Ice Shelf is one of the largest sources of fresh water from ice shelf basal melt in
Antarctica. We present new observations from three moorings west of Siple Island 2016–2018. All moorings
show a persistent flow of modified Circumpolar Deep Water toward the western Getz Ice Shelf. Unmodified
Circumpolar Deep Water with temperatures up to 1.5 ◦C reaches the ice shelf front in frequent episodes.
These represent the warmest water observed at any ice shelf front in the Amundsen Sea. Mean currents
within the warm bottom layer of 18–20 cm/s imply an advection time scale of 7 days from shelf break to
ice shelf front. Zonal wind stress at the shelf break affects heat content at the ice shelf front on weekly to
monthly time scales. Our 2-year mooring records also evince that upwelling over the shelf break controls
thermocline depth on subannual to annual time scales.

Plain Language Summary The recent retreat of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet has been linked
to changes in the transport of warm ocean water up to 1.5 ◦C to the floating ice shelves in the Amundsen
Sea. One of these is the Getz Ice Shelf that produces one of the largest amounts of ice shelf melt water in
Antarctica. To measure how much ocean heat is transported toward this ice shelf, we deployed a series of
temperature, salinity, and current sensors at its western end from 2016 to 2018. We find a constant flow of
warm water toward the ice shelf cavity. Comparing our ocean observations with wind data from the area,
we found that stronger easterly winds in the area make it harder for the warm water to reach the ice shelf
front by depressing the warm bottom layer over the shelf break. Climate projections indicate that these
easterlies will weaken in future, making it easier for the warm water to reach the ice shelf base. Gradients
in the wind field over the shelf break control the thickness of the warm layer on longer time scales. This
provides the missing ocean evidence for previous studies that have linked this wind mechanism to ice sheet
changes.

1. Introduction
With an area of 34,018 km2 the Getz Ice Shelf (GIS) is the eighth largest ice shelf in Antarctica (Rignot
et al., 2013). A mean basal melt rate of 4.3 m/year makes it one of the largest contributors of ice shelf basal
meltwater (Depoorter et al., 2013; Rignot et al., 2013). Model results suggest that GIS meltwater travels
west with the coastal current (Nakayama et al., 2014) and has likely contributed to the observed freshening
in the dense Ross Sea shelf waters (Jacobs et al., 2002). Changes in GIS basal melting thus have potential
implications for Antarctic Bottom Water formation in the Ross Sea. The GIS has received much less attention
than Thwaites Ice Shelf and Pine Island Glacier further east in the Amundsen Sea due to their higher basal
melt rates and larger ice sheet drainage basins. However, thinning rates for the GIS have accelerated over
recent decades (Paolo et al., 2015) and its grounding line is retreating (Christie et al., 2018) raising questions
about its future evolution and its impact on water mass formation processes, both locally and downstream
in the Ross Sea.

The GIS extends for 650 km along the West Antarctic coast between 115◦W and 135◦W (Figure 1a). Its
geometry is complex with multiple openings between six islands that serve as pinning points. It is unclear
if there is a connection between the eastern and western parts of the cavity below the thickest part of the ice
shelf (Figure 1a) as inferred by Jacobs et al. (2013) or what pathways allow the shelf water masses to access
the grounding line.
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Figure 1. (a) Map of the Amundsen Sea. Bottom depth (colored, positive) and ice shelf draft (gray scale, negative) are from RTOPO2 (Schaffer et al., 2016). The
yellow box marks the area shown in (b) and the cyan box the area over which wind stress, Ekman pumping, and sea ice concentration data were averaged. Blue,
red, and purple lines and diamonds denote the sections shown in Figure 3. (b) Map of the inflow region to the western Getz Ice Shelf. Bottom depth is from
IBCSO (Arndt et al., 2013) and the masked ice shelf front from RTOPO2 (Schaffer et al., 2016). The cyan line is the actual ice shelf edge in November 2015 from
a satellite image (E. P. Abrahamsen, personal communication, 10 December 2015). The red arrows show the time-mean velocity for water with Θ > 0.0 ◦C.
(c) Map of the mean (November 2015 to January 2018) ERA-Interim wind stress (cyan vectors, every second zonal point is shown for clarity) and Ekman
pumping velocity (colored shading). The mean position of the zero contour of the zonal wind stress is marked by the cyan line. The fat black line marks the
1,000-m isobath.

The hydrography in the basin adjacent to the eastern GIS and in the Dotson-Getz trough (Figure 1a) is rel-
atively well observed. While moorings in the trough show persistent modified Circumpolar Deep Water
(CDW) transport toward the Dotson and eastern Getz Ice Shelves (Arneborg et al., 2012; Wåhlin et al., 2013),
the thermocline is deeper and modified CDW temperatures near the ice shelf fronts are lower than those
found in Pine Island Bay (Jacobs et al., 2012; Randall-Goodwin et al., 2015). Dedicated oceanographic obser-
vations from the continental shelf adjacent to the western GIS front were until recently limited to two cruises
in 2000 and 2007 with no records of temporal variability.

In this study, we present new observations from the trough cutting across the continental shelf in front of the
main western opening of the GIS between Siple and Dean Island, hereafter referred to as the Siple trough
(Figure 1a). We use temperature and velocity records from three moorings deployed on the eastern slope
of the Siple trough 2016–2018 (Figure 1b) to show that there is a persistent flow of warm water toward the
western GIS cavity through the Siple trough. We investigate the subannual variability of the warm water
inflow and thermocline depth and identify possible driving mechanisms.
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Figure 2. Hovmøller diagrams of 2-day low-pass filtered conservative temperature, Θ, versus time and depth for
(a) GW7, (b) GW6, and (c) GW6F . Contours marked are −1.8 ◦C (cyan) and 0.7 ◦C (white). Red dots in (c) mark the
presence of unmodified CDW (Θ > 1 ◦C, SA > 34.85 g/kg, green box in Figure 3c). Black diamonds indicate the
position of the hydrographic sensors. The gray panels in (b) and (c) indicate the depth of the ocean floor. (d) Mean
GW6 velocity below 500-m depth. Shown are low-pass filtered 3-day means. The length of the arrows indicates flow
speed and their direction its cardinal direction. CDW = Circumpolar Deep Water.

2. Data and Methods
Three moorings were deployed on the eastern flank of the Siple trough between 29 January 2016 and 18 Jan-
uary 2018 (Figure 1b). Two of the moorings were deployed 15 km from the ice shelf front at depths of 600 m
(GW6, 73◦47.6′S, 127◦36.0′S) and 700 m (GW7, 73◦49.8′S, 127◦47.6′S). The third mooring was located around
800 m from the ice shelf front at a depth of 600 m (GW6F , 73◦50.0′S, 127◦16.6′S). The moorings were equipped
with sensors for temperature, conductivity, and pressure from Seabird Electronics (SBE37, SBE39, and
SBE56) and Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (Teledyne RDI, 75 and 150 kHz). Hydrographic measure-
ments extended from the bottom to 357- and 305-m depth for GW6 and GW7, respectively, with downward
looking Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers just above the top sensor, and to 288-m depth, approximately
the same depth as the draft of the ice shelf front, at GW6F (Figures 2a–2c).

In this study we present the data following TEOS-10 (IOC et al., 2010) as conservative temperature, Θ (◦C),
and absolute salinity, SA (g/kg), where SA is calculated using 𝛿 SA taken from version 3.6 of the McDougall
et al. (2012) database. We define CDW as water with a neutral density 𝛾n larger than 28.0 kg/m3 (Whitworth
et al., 1998). Since some of the mooring instruments only measure temperature and not salinity, we use 0.7
◦C as an equivalent criterium identified from a hydrographic section (Figure 3a) to indicate the presence
of weakly modified CDW in the mooring records (Figures 2a–2c). To capture the temporal evolution of the
thermocline, we computed the heat content with respect to the in situ freezing point.
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Figure 3. (a) The 2016 section of conservative temperature Θ along the western GIS front facing westward out of the
ice shelf cavity. Station positions are marked as red diamonds in the section and in Figure 1a. The white contour is
𝛾n = 28.0 as the upper CDW limit. Also shown are the positions of GW6 and GW7 with the positions of the
temperature sensors marked by yellow diamonds. (b) The 2018 Θ section across the shelf break with stations marked
by purple diamonds at the top of the section and in Figure 1a. The Θ = 0.0 ◦C isotherm is shown for a 2007 section
(blue line and blue diamonds at the top and in Figure 1a). (c) Θ-SA diagram for GW6F (color coded by depth) and for
historical CTD stations north of the Siple trough sill (light gray). The green box shows our definition for unmodified
CDW (Θ > 1 ◦C, SA > 34.85 g/kg). GIS = Getz Ice Shelf; CDW = Circumpolar Deep Water.

To provide spatial and historical context for our mooring observations, we use ship-based hydrographic
observations from the deployment and recovery cruises in 2016 (ANA06B) and 2018 (ANA08B) and his-
torical CTD observations from 2000 and 2007. To investigate the driving mechanisms of the subannual
temperature variability at the mooring sites, we used 12-hr mean turbulent surface stresses from the
ERA-Interim Re-analyses (Dee et al., 2011) and high-resolution sea ice concentrations from AMSR2 (Spreen
et al., 2008). All wind stress, Ekman pumping, and sea concentration time series in our analysis are averaged
over the cyan box marked in Figure 1a at the shelf break.

3. Results
3.1. CDW Presence From Moorings
The three Siple trough moorings show a persistent warm bottom layer with mean temperatures of 0.92± 0.17
◦C (GW7), 0.66 ± 0.45 ◦C (GW6), and 0.53 ± 0.52 ◦C (GW6F) for the bottom instrument (Figures 2a–2c).
Larger standard deviations for the two shallower moorings reflect that the thermocline is located closer
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Figure 4. GW6 heat content with respect to the in situ freezing point (red in a and b) together with (a) zonal wind stress (blue) and (b) the cumulative Ekman
pumping anomaly (blue). All time series are 10-day low-pass filtered 12-hr means. Wind stress, Ekman pumping anomaly, and sea ice concentration (gray line
in a and b) are averages over the cyan box in Figure 1a. (c) Wavelet analysis of the unfiltered, hourly GW6 heat content showing how its frequency content
changes over time. Yellow denotes higher power at a particular frequency at a given time. (d) Wavelet coherence between the GW6 heat content and zonal wind
stress at the shelf break. (e) Wavelet coherence between the 12-hr mean GW6 heat content and the cumulative Ekman pumping anomaly at the shelf break.
Darker red shading in (d) and (e) denotes high coherence between the two data sets at that frequency at a given time. The dashed white lines in (c), (d), and
(e) show the cone of influence. End effects are expected below this line. (f) The 30-day low-pass filtered time series (1992–2018) of the cumulative Ekman
pumping anomaly at the shelf break. Red arrows mark the cruise dates for the area.

to the bottom at these locations. The flow of water warmer than 0 ◦C is strong and persistent at the two
moorings 15 km from the ice shelf edge (Figure 1b). It is directed along bathymetric contours toward the
ice shelf front with mean flow speeds of 20 ± 2 cm/s and 18 ± 3 cm/s for GW6 and GW7, respectively.
Bottom layer flow at GW6 is persistently unidirectional over the mooring deployment with modulations in
flow speed (Figure 2d).

A hydrographic section in January 2016 shows that a layer of warm CDW extends along the ice shelf front
from Siple to Dean Island (Figure 3a). The warmest water is found at the northern end of the section as a core
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centered at the 600-m isobath with a maximum conservative temperature of 1.59 ◦C. A similar section taken
in January 2018 confirms the presence of this warm core (Figure S1 in the supporting information). Moor-
ings GW6 and GW6F show that the presence of the weakly modified CDW seen in the sections is episodic
(Figures 2b and 2c). Bottom temperatures at GW6 and GW6F are highly correlated with r = 0.81 for 2-day
low-pass filtered temperatures. Apart from a period in May/June 2017, there is a persistent presence of CDW
at mooring GW7 where the basin is filled with water warmer than 0.7 ◦C below 600 m. The correlation for
the bottom temperature of both GW6F and GW6 and the 600-m temperature at GW7 is weaker at r = 0.52 for
2-day low-pass filtered data, presumably because GW7 is within the pool of warm water that accumulates
below the shelf break sill level of 590 m in the Siple trough.

CTD data obtained north of the western Getz shelf break have a CDW temperature maximum of 1.65 ◦C
(Figure 3c). Comparing these stations to the GW6F mooring observations in aΘ-SA diagram reveals that there
are episodes when the warm bottom layer reaches the ice shelf front unmodified without any significant
cooling or freshening. Unmodified CDW (Θ > 1 ◦C, SA > 34.85 g/kg, green box in Figure 3c) is found at
the bottom sensor on GW6F for 7.5% of the mooring record in events that last between a few hours and up
to a week (Figure 2c).

While there is obvious temperature variability on monthly time scales in our 2-year mooring records, they
do not show any clear seasonality in the CDW layer temperature or thickness. They capture, however, the
deepening of the freshly ventilated WW layer in late winter (Figures 2a–2c). Heat content variability in the
mooring records is dominated by variability at time scales from 10 days to 2–3 months, that is, longer than
time scales usually associated with synoptic variability (Figure 4c for GW6). Variability on synoptic time
scales only gains importance in the summer months when the sea ice cover recedes from the area (Figure 4a).

3.2. Atmospheric Forcing and Mechanisms Controlling CDW Inflow
The episodic presence of unmodified CDW at our moorings and the proximity of the shelf break suggests
that shelf break processes may control CDW transport to the ice shelf front. Hydrographic sections from
2018 and 2007 show that there is a clear Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) at the shelf break north of the Siple
trough with isopycnals sloping down 200 m across the shelf break (Figure 3b). None of the available CTD
stations on the outer shelf reach the temperatures seen in the inflow near the ice shelf front. However, the
presence of unmodified CDW at the ice shelf front in both mooring records and CTD sections implies that
there must be episodes when the ASF weakens sufficiently to allow unmodified CDW onto the shelf. Since
there are no mooring time series on the outer shelf, we will use the ERA-Interim data to infer possible control
mechanisms.

The strength of the winds along the shelf break has been identified as a control of the structure of the ASF
(Stewart & Thompson, 2015) with stronger easterlies depressing the thermocline more strongly across the
shelf break and suppressing CDW access to the shelf. The average wind stress at the western Getz shelf break
is zonal and easterly (Figure 1c) with a mean of −0.05 N/m2. In addition, Ekman pumping has been invoked
as a mechanism controlling thermocline depth in the inflow to the eastern GIS (Kim et al., 2017). To assess
whether this effect can also be seen in the Siple trough, we calculated the accumulated Ekman pumping
velocities over the shelf break (Figure 1a, cyan box) and detrended them to obtain a cumulative anomaly in
meters from the mean upwelling rate of 0.85 m/day.

The cool period in summer and autumn 2017 (Figures 2a–2c) coincides with consistent, strong easterly wind
stress (Figure 4a) and a negative anomaly in the cumulative Ekman pumping at the shelf break (Figure 4b).
Zonal wind stress at the shelf break and GW6 heat content have consistent coherence for periods between
10 and 64 days (Figure 4d). Individual peaks in the 10-day low-pass filtered time series can be matched
easily, in particular two events of strong easterlies in September and October 2016 that are followed by a
decrease in heat content at GW6 with a lag of 4–8 days. The 10-day low-pass filtered GW6 heat content and
the zonal wind stress at the shelf break are correlated at r = 0.42, significant at the 99.9% level, with a
5-day lag. The cumulative Ekman pumping anomaly is dominated by 1- to 2-year variability (Figure 4e). The
correlation between the cumulative Ekman pumping anomaly and the GW6 heat content increases with
increasing low-pass filtering limits yielding r = 0.74, significant at the 99% level, for 40-day low-pass filtered
time series.
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4. Discussion and Conclusions
Our moorings show a persistent inflow of warm CDW toward the western GIS cavity along the eastern
flank of the Siple trough. Mean bottom temperatures are Θ = 0.5–0.9 ◦C, but CDW reaches the ice shelf
front essentially unmodified (Θ > 1.0 ◦C) in regular hourlong to weeklong events. Maximum temperatures
observed at the ice shelf front are only 0.1 ◦C lower than the CDW maximum temperature north of the shelf
break (Figure 3c). Mean along-trough velocities of 20 cm/s for the two outer moorings imply an advection
time scale of only 7 days to cross the 110-km distance between shelf break and ice shelf front.

Maximum CDW temperatures at the western GIS are around 0.6 ◦C higher than in Pine Island Bay that is
filled with almost isothermal water with Θ = 0.8–1.2 ◦C below 700 m (Dutrieux et al., 2014). While the ASF
is much weaker at the two Pine Island Bay inflow troughs allowing continuous CDW access onto the shelf
(Assmann et al., 2013), transport pathways across the 550-km-wide shelf to the ice shelf front are less direct
than for the western GIS. This results in considerable cooling of the CDW across the shelf and highlights
the uniqueness of the immediate connection between deep ocean and ice shelf cavity at the western GIS.

There is an inflow of warm CDW also toward the eastern GIS (Arneborg et al., 2012; Wåhlin et al., 2013).
Offshore temperatures north of the Dotson-Getz Trough and the Siple trough are similar at Θ = 1.6 ◦C,
but mooring results and CTD stations in the Dotson-Getz Trough show that maximum temperatures in the
inflowing CDW are about 0.6 ◦C lower than the off-shelf maximum (Wåhlin et al., 2013). This may be due
to the shallower sill depth (510 m) and to the recirculation of glacial melt water in the Dotson-Getz Trough
(Wåhlin et al., 2013). Weakly modified or unmodified CDW thus does not have access to the GIS cavity from
the east.

Thermocline depth at the western GIS varies between 450 and 550 m in our mooring records. Variability of
the CDW heat content is dominated by time scales of 10 days and longer. While our 2-year mooring records
suggest that there is annual to interannual variability of the thermocline depth, there is no clear seasonal
cycle in the thickness or temperature of the CDW layer. There is, however, evidence of deep ventilation of
the water column in winter that in some years, like 2016, may be deep enough to reach the CDW layer.

Its more southern position places the shelf break sill of the Siple trough further into the band of easterly
winds than the sills of the troughs further east in the Amundsen Sea. This leads to a clearly pronounced
ASF (Figure 3b; see also Jacobs et al., 2012). Strong easterlies at the shelf break coincide with a cooler and
thinner CDW layer at the ice shelf front, as they strengthen the ASF. This relationship is most coherent for
periods from a week to a few months. There is a lag of 5–6 days between shelf break winds and heat content
at the ice shelf front, possibly due to the advective time scale between the shelf break and the ice shelf front.

Anomalies in Ekman pumping at the shelf break are correlated to the heat content on longer time scales
and explain 50% of the heat content variance. Kim et al. (2017) find a similar strength of correlation for
bottom temperatures in the Dotson-Getz Trough and Ekman pumping velocities calculated from an ocean
surface stress that includes the effect of sea ice. This suggests that the presence of sea ice does not strongly
affect Ekman puming velocities over the Siple trough. The analysis by Kim et al. (2017) also shows strong
coherence between Ekman pumping and CDW temperature and layer thickness at subannual time scales.
In the Siple trough, the magnitude of the cumulative Ekman pumping anomaly is 100 m over the mooring
period which is about the same scale of magnitude as the variability in thermocline depth that we see in our
moorings. This strong link between Ekman pumping and mooring heat content at the ice shelf front pro-
vides some of the missing ocean data evidence in studies that have linked interannual changes in upwelling
from wind stress curl to variability in ice flow velocities (Greene et al., 2017) and ice surface height (Paolo
et al., 2018). It is likely that local downwelling along the Siple coast and the ice shelf front contributes to the
observed variability in the heat content.

The circulation pattern in the intricate Getz cavity is unknown, but satellite-based melt rate patterns suggest
that the weakly modified CDW with average temperature 3–4 ◦C above the in situ freezing point observed
at our moorings may reach the deep grounding lines and induce strong melting there. Satellite-based basal
melt rates exceed 5 m/year for these areas (Rignot et al., 2013), while Paolo et al. (2018) demonstrate that
basal melt rates in these areas are highly sensitive to interannual changes in atmospheric circulation. Lower
melt rates in the outer western GIS cavity (Rignot et al., 2013) are consistent with an ice shelf draft above
the main thermocline (Figures 1a and 2a–2c).
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Combining our new observations with those from earlier cruises allows us to speculate on the interannual
variability of CDW at the western GIS. CDW was only present below 650 m in the Siple trough in 2000,
making the section distinctly colder than those in 2007, 2016, and 2018 (Figure S1). Extending our time series
of the cumulative upwelling anomaly to 1992–2018, we find that 2000 lies within a period of anomalously
weak upwelling (Figure 4f). The year 2007 is at the end of a period of increasing upwelling (2004–2006) and
2016 and 2018 after another increase in response to the 2015/2016 El Niño. The CDW layer is around 50 m
thicker in 2016/2018 than in 2007 and extends to Dean Island (Figure S2). Our mooring records cover the
entire range of variability seen in the CDW sections with the cold period in autumn 2017 as cold as 2000
for GW7. However, Jacobs et al. (2013) find 2000 to be consistently colder than 2007 for observations that
cover the other ice shelf fronts of the GIS, suggesting that the differences between the sections represent
interannual rather than short-term variability. The year 2000 was also found to be cold in observations from
the eastern Amundsen Sea (Assmann et al., 2013; Dutrieux et al., 2014). In combination, our new and the
historical observations from the western Getz provide evidence that interannual changes in upwelling at the
shelf break control the presence of CDW at the ice shelf front. However, with only 4 years with significant
data coverage we cannot draw any robust conclusions about interannual CDW variability in the region.
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